Wrinkles
(assessed in repose only – no dynamic wrinkles assessed with eyes in primary gaze)

0 - No wrinkles
The only visible line is the lower lid crease. No creased lines, folding of skin or redundancy.

1 - Mild
Mild wrinkling of lower eyelid skin with creased lines or crepey skin but without folding of skin or redundancy.

A - T50s fat pad
No puffiness.

B - Mild
Slight puffiness, noted in the medial lower lid but may involve central lower lid.

C - Moderate
Moderate puffiness with distinct bulges of lower lid, especially prominent medially and centrally. Temporal puffiness may be present but does not need to be contiguous with central fur.

D - Severe
Marked puffiness of lower lid with greater prominence of orbital fat. For a contiguous (uniform) across the lower eyelid.

Puffiness
(assessed in repose only with eyes in primary gaze)

0 - No puffiness.

1 - Mild
Mild puffiness with no bulging of lower lid.

2 - Moderate
Moderate puffiness with distinct bulges of lower lid.

3 - Severe
Severe puffiness, may be contiguos or extend to temporal area.

The invention provides assessment scale devices and methods for assessing the severity of wrinkles and facial swelling and puffiness. Wrinkle and facial swelling/puffiness assessment using the devices, methods, and assessment scales of the invention can be performed in a clinical setting for the purpose of simply characterizing a wrinkle or facial swelling/puffiness, or as part of a treatment plan or course that varies according to the severity of the wrinkle or facial swelling/puffiness. Thus, this invention also provides methods of reducing the appearance of wrinkles and/or facial puffiness, and kits comprising for evaluating and treating wrinkles and/or facial puffiness. Additionally, the present disclosure relates to a devices, methods, and assessment scales for managing expectations of the given treatment plan or course for human facial wrinkles and facial puffiness.
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